Rota subspaces seem to exhibit all of the pleasant and all of the pathological properties of invariant subspaces in general, and enable one to use properties of operators to provide counterexamples for general questions about invariant subspaces. It is also to be expected that invariant subspaces and their corresponding inner functions, like the analogous theory of characteristic matrix functions [8] , can be used to study operators. Our results go in both directions, though they are of more interest, we believe, when using operators to study invariant subspaces.
A word about notation. H%, will denote the subspace of L5r consisting of all functions with weak analytic extensions to the disk. The inner product of Sίf will be denoted by (x, y) and the norm of Sέf by I x I = (x, x)%. For the inner product in L^ we will write
[F, G] = \(F(e ix ), G(e ix ))dσ(x) ,
where dσ = (l/2π)dx is normalized Lebesgue measure on the circle. The norm of L%* will be denoted by ||JP|| = [F, Ff. T will always be a bounded operator on ^f whose uniform norm \\T\\ is less than one. We emphasize that when discussing subspaces of L^ the term invariant means invariant under the right shift operator. For the definitions and basic properties of L%> and H%>, consult Helson's book [2] . 160 M. J. SHERMAN 1* Rota subspaces* The first section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 10 (which gives the relationship between the characteristic polynomial of an operator and the determinant of the corresponding inner function), and to related results. We begin with a sketch of Rota's construction.
Given ee^T and a fixed operator T on £έf such that || T\\ < 1, define F e e L%, by the formula We turn next to an interpretation of the minimal polynomial of T.
Let <f/ be an inner function and suppose <?SH%, a qH%* where q is a scalar inner function. It follows from Zorn's lemma and Beurling's theorem that ^/Ή.%? contains a maximal subspace of the form qH%>. The q associated with this subspace will have the property that it has the smallest set of zeros and the smallest singular measure (see [6, p. 67 Since ^α/ is the minimal polynomial of Γ*, this condition is indeed satisfied. Thus ^ a ^ί^i for this particular g and we may also conclude that the minimal inner function is a finite Blaschke product. By what we have shown, if ^// a pH^ for p a finite Blaschke product, say pie**) = UU ifi ix -& )(1 " βfi ix )~\ then Π*=i (Γ* -ft ) -0. Clearly the largest such subspace is 2* Potopov subspaces* As a corollary to Theorem 3, we saw that if T is a normal operator, then its Rota inner function is just V(e ie ) = (e ίx -T*)(I -e ix T)-\ While we cannot find a formula for t in general, we can, using a theorem of Potopov, define a new correspondence between operators and inner functions having all of the essential properties of the old correspondence, and the advantage that the Potopov inner functions are given explicitly by a formula.
For our purposes, Potopov's theorem (actually a special case of it) can be stated as follows. For a proof, see [9, p. 145] . We comment that even though Potopov only claims his result when £%f is finite dimensional, his proof that / -3*5* 3*ί = 0 is valid when £ίf is infinite dimensional, and, using his techniques one can easily show that I -3*ί 3*ί* =0 as well.
COROLLARY 14. If T is normal, then ^τΉ.%r = 3*ίi?i.
DEFINITION. We call 3*ί the Potopov inner function of T and 3*ii?i the Potopov subspace of T.
THEOREM 15. If 3ίf is finite dimensional, then up to a constant factor of modulus 1, det 3*5 -det ^*, and the minimal inner function of Ήff is the same as the "minimal inner function of 3*5•

Proof, det 3*i = det(I-T*T)-*det(e ix -T*)det(J-e ix T)
The first and last factors are constants. The second is the characteristic polynomial Πί=i (β ia! -λ ;) of ϊ 7 *. The third factor is just Proo/. Let Szf e *N#-, say s^ = ^*3^. Then since by the above comment, ^ Π 3^~ exists, we have <^*5^eiVi>, which proves that *JV^ S JV£.
The second assertion follows from the fact that since (I -T*T)-^vH%^ ^iHί a qH!r if and only if
The other inclusion follows from the existence of a parallel theory of subspaces of L^ which are invariant under the left shift operator (multiplication by e~i x ) and not infinitely divisible by e~i x . The prototype of such subspaces is, of course,
where
One can show that if ^/f has the above properties, it is of the form , where <%/ is almost everywhere a partial isometry, and that lr S K%f if and only if (^e, /) is the conjugate of an H°° function for all e,fe£ίf.
Analogs of all of our theorems hold for "conjugate inner" functions. In particular, if ^,3^* are conjugate inner, then <%/*y = ξ^^*, where ^, 2$ are conjugate inner. But this just says that Nί g *AΓ 5r .
If Sίf is one dimensional, one can say much more. There seems to be little possibility of generalizing this theorem to the case of finite dimensional inner functions. In order for the above proof to work one would need to assume that ^/, y, <%/ U 5^", ^ Π â ll commute. But for inner functions ^,2^ to commute is not a property of the subspaces ^J5Γ^, ψ'Hlf, but of a particular choice of inner functions. Thus *%SΉ.%r and ^ίf iϊj,, where if is a constant unitary operator both represent the same subspace, but may not commute with the same inner functions. We can, however, use the terminology suggested by the above theorem to give a kind of explicit representation for the minimal scalar inner function of a finite dimensional inner function ^.
DEFINITION. If /, g e H 2 and / = pf u g = qg u where p, q are inner and f u g 1 are outer (see [6, p. 67 We now return to the theorem that *iV^ = Nί when £%f is finite dimensional. To prove this result false for §ίf infinite dimensional, it would suffice to exhibit inner functions ^, 5^ such that <ZSH%r Π yΈίlr is not of full range. For, by Lemma 17, ^ Π 3*ẽ xists if and only if ^*^ G ΛΓ|, which says that *iV ;r g N&. (By using the same symmetry used in proving Theorem 18, one can also Proof. Let T, U be bounded operators on < §ίf which are each one-to-one and whose ranges are disjoint. Let ^/f, Λ" be the Rota subspaces of T* and U*. Since T, U are one-to-one, we conclude that Therefore φ 1 = 0, and by induction φ n -0 and i^7 = 0.
In conclusion we might remark that the above theorem gives an example of another kind of pathology. Thus if ^/έ = ^H^, Λ' -yHlr we have <ZryHlr £ ^i?i, but <ZfjrH%r Π ^Hl^ = (0), and, of course, 5^<^i?i Π ^H^ = (0).
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